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Before the War:
We were five sisters and one brother. Our parents had already passed away.
Our brother, Abraham, was the oldest. He was our provider and best friend.
One married sister, Sara, the eldest, lived in Gombin with her husband,
Abraham and son, Fajvel. Zelda, your
mother, married Max [Chaja] and left
Poland in 1934 to join him in Buenos
Aires, Argentina.
The rest of usAbraham, Esther, Genia and I were left
behind.
Abraham and I managed the store, Esther
the household and Genia worked at home
doing machine embroidery. Our jewelry
store had electrical supplies and radios.
At that time, radios were run by batteries
and so were other electrical products,
and they had to be charged. We were
the sole owners of a charger in town. We
were also able to charge batteries for
automobiles.
Our town was small and had about 35,000 inhabitants [sic; actually around
5,000], 30% of them Jewish. The center of town was a square plaza that
housed most businesses, as well as City Hall offices, Fire Department, Jail
and other municipal buildings. Our house faced these buildings, separated
by a plaza. Our house was on a corner lot. Half of the house belonged to us
and the other to Helen Lerman's family. Our store was on the first floor; a
bakery that we rented out in the basement; and our living quarters were on
the second floor above the store.
Shortly before the outbreak of the war, our widowed cousin Marta Teifeld
from Gdansk (in German, Danzig) lived with us. Her late husband, Herman,
had lived in Gdansk, which was a “free port.” Both Poland and Germany
claimed Gdansk as theirs. This, as well as a passage which the Germans
named “The Corridor’”, were the pretext for starting the war. Gdansk was
located on the Baltic Sea and nearby was a gaming town named Zopott, a
la Monte Carlo. Marta and Herman were childless but very prosperous by
owning a Pawn Shop which took in only gold, diamonds and furs. The
location was excellent since aristocrats from Europe were frequent guests
there. Since we knew that war was imminent, my cousin Herman went to
visit his brother, Burton, in New Jersey in the United States. The World
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Fair was being held in New York at this same time. He
took a hollow walking cane filled with loose diamonds
that he left with his brother for safety. Aside this, he
had a small fortune in Swiss banks, which might still be
there.
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home to listen. When we saw the sad expressions on
their faces, we knew that the Germans were coming.
The air raids became more frequent, and we had to
leave town for the outskirts to find shelter. After a few
days, we were able to come back home because the
bombing stopped.
In town, we met the first German soldiers. When we
arrived at our house, the soldiers were ransacking our
store and other stores, taking whatever they could
carry. We didn’t know what to do. A German soldier
approached us and asked if the house was ours. We all
spoke German, and it was not hard to communicate.
He allowed us to go upstairs but told us that they
needed the store and the balcony to install their
equipment and field radio. We were allowed to remain
in the house. Three quarters of the houses in the Plaza
were burned; debris was all over town; and it was
impossible to move around.

Esther, Hania, Zelda, Genia, and Sara Teifeld
On Herman’s return from the United States, Marta's
family met him at Gdynia, a Polish port. They advised
him not to continue to Danzig because his wife was in
jail and his shop under siege. His wife was a German
citizen and the shop's license was in her name. He
then came to Gombin, and we vacated a small
apartment for him to stay with us. Shortly after this, his
wife was released from jail and my brother and our
cousin, Helen’s brother, went to bring her to Gombin.
They had to smuggle her through the border, because
the situation was strained and the war was in the air;
but money can do a lot. This was April-May, 1939.

Orders came for all men to gather and clean the streets.
We hid our brother and brother-in-law in one room and
didn't allow them to leave the house. We managed to
keep the soldiers away from them. There were loud
voices of orders and beating of the men coming up from
the street with no end. We were all curled up in the
house afraid to show our faces. Shortly after, the men
were again ordered into the Plaza, lined up and
marched to a different part of town. In the mean time,
fires were started. The Synagogue was the first to go.
It was hundreds of years old and built of Rosewood
filled with priceless relics.
With the Synagogue
burning, it ignited a whole section of buildings. We
heard screaming, the men were returned and forced
into the flames of burning buildings to extinguish the
fires. We were locked in the apartment with our men,
not knowing what to do. We hoped that we would be
safe with the soldiers occupying our house.

Shortly after, Herman became ill and passed away
quickly. His wife remained with us. She came with us
when we moved to Warsaw. She was killed during a
blockade of houses where we lived. The tenants were
called together in the courtyard and she refused to go
down. My family found her dead, in the apartment, with
her fingers and ears cut off so that the Ukrainian guards
could remove her diamonds. That same day, I left the
Ghetto in the morning.
The War begins:
In Gombin, the Polish Army was in chaos. Gombin
was close to the German border and "The Corridor".
On the first day of war, Gombin had air raids and
bombs fell.
Many neighboring residents, seeking
shelter, left their homes and villages and came to
Gombin. ·We gave shelter to many of these people.
Our town was also full of retreating Polish soldiers.
Because we had the only functioning radio in town, the
secretary of City Hall brought the Polish officers to our

Teifeld siblings, including Abraham, circa 1930
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That evening, an officer knocked on our door asking
for a cup of tea. We served him, but Genia had to taste
it first to make sure that it was not poisoned. After, he
asked Esther and me to leave the room but for Genia to
remain. Genia told us to do so. There was no choice
and we left but stayed behind the door with our ears
glued. He stayed awhile and told her about his family
and how much he hated the war. After he left, a few
young soldiers burst into our apartment; they saw him
come up and hid on the stairs. If anyone had yelled,
they were ready to come in and confront him. They
hated him, and the law was that any German caught
sexually assaulting a Jewish woman would be shot on
the spot. We assured them that nothing happened and
they left. They told us not to be afraid of them but to
look out for the followers, and we were too naive to
believe that it could get worse. The next day, we
sneaked out of the house, one by one, to seek shelter in
the suburbs. We stayed with friends till the army left.
The followers, as the young soldiers warned us, were a
sort of police to establish some order in town. The
nights were awful with cries and yells. People were
dragged out of homes and beaten to death.
The local German inhabitants, whom we considered
loyal Poles, suddenly became "Folks-Deutsch" (very
powerful, full-fledged Germans). We had many friends
among them, but they were friends no longer. One of
them came to us, took our brother with him to the Police
Headquarters, demanding diamonds and silver from the
store. My brother told them that all was taken when we
left for shelter during the bombing. They beat him and
sent him home. (Actually, all of the most expensive
jewelry was packed in a suitcase which we took to a
relative of ours and buried under the house in the
cellar). My brother decided to leave Gombin for
Warsaw where he had many business associates and
friends, and we would be able to manage.
We still believed that the War would not last long. An
old friend, who was a Folks-Deutsch, decided for us.
He came to the house and told us to take our personal
belongings and move out because he wanted to take our
home. He gave us a few days. Abraham left for
Warsaw to find a place for us to live. Shortly after, the
three of us, my married sister and her family, as well as
our widowed cousin from Gdansk moved to Warsaw.
We begged our aunt and her family to come with us but
they refused to leave the home that their parents built.
They stayed and perished.
In Warsaw:
We moved into an apartment with a woman and child
whose husband was in the Polish army. We all felt
better; there was no Ghetto, but we had to wear
armbands with the Star of David printed on them. So
far, we still could move around the city. My brother was
himself again and got in touch with business associates
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and started selling jewelry again, especially diamonds.
He detected the smallest flaw with his naked eye. There
was a big trade in diamonds because people were
selling their diamonds for household necessities. Food
was rationed, and people were hungry.
We got
accustomed to the living. We found relatives that were
deported from Germany because they were born in
Poland. Our landlady's husband showed up, and we
had to look for another place to live.
Many apartments that belonged to Jews were empty
because they had left to find haven in Russia. We heard
about an office that the Germans opened to assign
vacant apartments. Genia and I took off for the office.
We waited for our turn to enter. When our turn came,
we entered a room and froze at the door. Sitting at the
desk was a man who was a frequent visitor, almost
daily, in our store in Gombin. He was an engineer who
supervised the Highway "Autostrada” that ran from
Gombin to Warsaw. For hours and hours he stayed at our
store and became friends with my brother. He was
always charging batteries for motorcycles and trucks
that they were using. He disappeared a few days
before the war started and the Autostrada was
completed; and here he was. When he saw us, he
came around the desk, greeted us pleasantly, smiled
and asked for our brother. We told him that we had
to leave Gombin because everything was taken away
from us and came to Warsaw and have no place to
live. He told us not to worry and that he will do
something about it. He asked if he did a good job
of finishing the highway on time? In other words,
did he fulfill the orders that he had received from
Germany? We never expected him to be German
and there were many of them, especially in the
Polish Air Force. Poland had a good Air Force but
the planes never left the ground.
He gave us a very spacious apartment in a good
location. This was a special reward for us because he
said that we were very nice and friendly people and he
liked our brother very much.
A friend of my
brother's, a Catholic Priest, begged him to stay with
him at the Church. The Priest said that he would
take care of him but my brother would not leave
his family. My brother had no enemies. He was
liked by people from all walks of life. As it turned out,
there were always people that you couldn't depend on.
We decided that it was now time to bring our suitcase
that was buried in Gombin to Warsaw with all the
valuables in it, because Gombin was made part of
Germany (Reich). Since it was too dangerous for
Abraham to go, it was decided that I go with a Gentile
friend of ours. We knew a Folks-Deutsch, who said he
would take us. He brought food in trucks to Warsaw to
sell on the Black Market. It was the coldest winter I can
remember. Half way to Gombin, we were stopped by
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German militia for inspection. My friend and I, all
bundled up, got out of the truck and pretended to run to
keep warm. The reason was to keep them from looking
at me or asking questions because we all would have
been punished. We got clearance to continue and got
back into the truck, and my heart finally stopped
pounding. We arrived in Gombin, with a curfew in
effect, at nightfall. The German took me to my aunt’s
home. Next morning my Aryan friend came over and
we looked for the spot that the suitcase was buried.
The houses all around were burned out and there was
an empty lot where the suitcase was. The ground was
frozen. We could only do it at night without causing
any attention from the local authorities. The problem,
we thought, was solved by asking my cousin who had
the right equipment to get the suitcase out. We brought
him to the spot and decided to get it out the next
evening. Evening came and went and there was no
sign of my cousin. The following morning, my friend
went to inspect the spot and found a hole had been dug
and the suitcase gone. It was probably removed that
same evening. There was nothing we could do, we
couldn't report this to the authorities because Jews
were not allowed to have any valuables. We left
Gombin and smuggled ourselves back to Warsaw.
There was already talk of Ghettos being organized and
again, we asked our aunt to come with us and she
refused.
They perished in the gas chambers in
Chelmno. That was the last time I saw them.
We finally arrived in Warsaw after hiding on the
border and running through the Forest to the other
side. We were all very depressed of our loss [of the
suitcase with valuables]; this was supposed to be for
our future existence.
The Ghetto:
Before long,we heard from refugees who fled Gombin
and neighboring towns that the Ghetto in Gombin was
closed, and transports of Jews were going to unknown
destinations. Among the refugees, our cousin who took
our suitcase, showed up with his wife and his two sons.
They stayed in our apartment until they found a place
to live. Life became unbearable. They cleared the
small towns of Jews and then they went into the large
cities to do the same.
Orders came for the Jews to resettle in designated
streets. Our apartment was outside of those places. We
had to look for an exchange. Gentiles moved out and
Jews moved in. We finally exchanged our beautiful
apartment from the third floor to a sixth floor small
apartment- two rooms with a kitchen.
There were four, six story buildings adjoined by a
square courtyard in the middle. The elevator didn’t
work and we had to climb six floors to get there but
still, the location wasn't bad. It was not deep into the
Ghetto, and we knew that our street would be the
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border between Jews and Aryans. Everything was
done in a hurry to dispose of the Jews. Eventually the
street was partitioned by a brick wall in the middle of
the street, one half Jewish and the other half Aryan,
with a gate that was two houses away from us,
guarded by German soldiers. It was convenient for our
Gentile friends to come to us by certain special
permits or by bribing the guards. We couldn't get out
but they could come to see us. They helped us with
food, and my brother could send out some diamonds
and gold for them to sell to help us keep going.
We got accustomed to our way of living with the help
of our friends from the outside. We weren't hungry;
even if we ate horsemeat that was prepared by our
sisters, it seemed like a delicatessen. My sister, Sara
had another son. We named him “Wall-Boy.” Even
though he was born at the hospital, the hospital was
located under the wall. His real name was Noah, after
our father.
My brother-in-law contacted typhus.
Zdzicho (George) was a doctor and my brother-inlaw’s cousin. He was treated there by him. He stayed
with us day and night. There was an epidemic of
typhus in the Ghetto, and without necessary medicine
and care there was no hope of surviving this disease.
He passed away.
My sister was beside herself; many thousands perished
because of disease or from hunger. Their bodies on
the streets; it was an unforgettable picture. Shortly
after, the baby also caught a cold and died. The baby
was not quite a year old, and we had hired a nurse to
care for him. His last words were "Let's go!” My sister
opened a window and was ready to jump from the
sixth floor, but we were able to restrain her. Life went
on with everyday events, and there was no time to
mourn.
A neighbor of ours told Abraham that he had
witnessed an incident at the gate. He recognized that
one of our cousin’s sons tried to get out of the Ghetto
and showed a piece of jewelry to the guard to bribe
him. The guard took him aside, searching him, found a
large amount of jewelry. Among it was a large gold
cross with diamonds. As soon as he heard this he
came running home to tell us; we knew for sure that he
was indeed the one who took our suitcase. The cross
was Genia's.
My brother always bought antique
jewelry and this was a large Spanish gold cross which
was set with sixteen large diamonds and many smaller
ones. It was brought into the store one day, and he
persuaded Genia to purchase it with her own money.
So, you see, the family didn't enjoy our suitcase; the
son was probably taken away and killed.
The situation in the Ghetto was now at its worst. They
surrounded sections of houses, took people out, loaded
them on trucks and drove them away. The same went
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on in the streets. People were grabbed off the streets
and put into trucks and taken away. There was no safe
place now for anyone. Each of us had forged documents
as Aryans. One by one, we were supposed to leave the
Ghetto for the Aryan side. In the mean time, we arranged
for our apartment to be a hiding place. We closed up one
room, moved a heavy wardrobe to cover the door and we
were able to get into that room if there was a blockade.
From the outside, it looked like a one- room apartment
and because it was the last floor below an attic, it was
safe. All of our friends and some neighbors knew about
it and we took them in. We seldom left our apartment
now.
One day we heard a commotion downstairs; we knew
what was coming; gathered in the room but couldn’t find
my brother. We all panicked and he finally came. The
Ostrowskis were late also. We moved the wardrobe,
closed the door and sat still. There were a couple of
children and we kept them quiet by putting pillows, not
too tightly over their mouths. We left the door from
the kitchen wide open so that when they looked in, all
they saw was a vacant apartment. Soon, we heard
German voices in the courtyard. Everybody out down to the yard! We sat, hardly breathing. We heard
steps running in the corridors. The Ukrainian guard
pulling people out and passed our apartment, not going
in. After they left with their victims, we looked down
and saw other people coming out of the buildings.
They probably had their own hiding places. One of
them told us to come with him because he wanted to
show us something. We entered an apartment and
there was a family of mother, father and son and
daughter sitting at the dinner table. All were dressed
nicely, food on the table, and all were dead. They had
taken poison; they didn't want to fall into German
hands and ended their lives together as a family,
without the atrocities they feared. Not everybody
could afford to buy cyanide, but those who could
always carried it on a string around their neck.
We had our plans of how to get out of the Ghetto and
survive. After what happened we decided to not stay
home, and while we waited for our time to flee, we had
to go to work during the day. There were some shops
in the Ghetto and my brother bought permits for all
four of us to work in a shop mending German
uniforms.
Escaping the Ghetto; Willie Bachner:
In the Warsaw Ghetto my brother met two Jewish
refugees- one from Holland, the other one from
Czechoslovakia. They knew Wilhelm Bachner, who
already worked outside the ghetto for an architecture
firm under Mr. Johannes Kellner. His family lived in
the ghetto, and he couldn’t always come in. My
brother, through those friends, introduced one of our
Aryan friends to Willie. Our friend somehow managed
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to come to us with supplies of food and so on, and he
became Willie’s courier.
When time in the ghetto got really bad, and it wasn’t
safe to stay home, my brother bought for our four
sisters a way into a shop where German uniforms were
mended. There I met Cesia. Among us was also Katie
Ostrowski, wife of my brother’s friend from Holland;
so we all kept together. We just stayed as shop workers.
In the ghetto were constantly blockades, and people
were grabbed from the streets, loaded on trucks and
driven away. One day, the Germans surrounded the
shop, and we all had to go down to the courtyard for
selection. We formed a line of four. A husky, tall
German started the selection; one group to remain in
the shop, the other one for deportation. I happened,
among my sisters, Cesia, and Katie. I was selected for
deportation- “Umshlag Platz.” I don’t know what
possessed me- maybe the cries of my sisters or so- but
I stepped out of the group, walked up to the German
officer and told him in German that he is mistaken. He
looked down at me, told me I’m lying, put the rubber
club on my neck and said go, pushed me to the group
of workers to remain in the shop. I was lucky the
guards of Ukrainians and Latvians didn’t understand
what I was saying to the officer, otherwise I would
have been shot on the spot, where many bodies lay
around us. They made their selections, and we were
dismissed; we could go back to work.
My brother and Ostrowski waited for us outside the
shop. I had to be helped to walk. We all gathered in
our apartment and a decision was made that I had to
leave the ghetto at once. I was the youngest in my
family and the first one condemned for deportation.
My family had our Aryan papers ready in case a
necessity arose. The next morning my brother got in
touch with our Aryan friend, and he with Willie. Cesia
had to leave with me. After a few days, Cesia and I
left the ghetto with a group of Jewish workers working
outside. Willie and my friend waited for us. Willie
went with Cesia; I went with my friend. A few days
later a transport with Poles left for Kiev, Ukraine; my
friend and I were among them. The rest of my family
and the Ostrowskis naturally had to follow.
We arrived in Kiev. Willie took us to his apartment
where Cesia, his father, and cousins stayed. We stayed
with them for a while and got to know each other. My
friend- an accountant by profession- started work in the
office with Willie and became his right hand. Willie
was sending him to the main office in Warsaw to
supervise the transports of workers, so I had
information about my family from time to time. In the
meantime, we found an apartment of our own with a
Ukrainian couple. Our landlord shared his “bravado”
with us every day, telling us how he rounded up Jews,
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fishing them out even from hiding
places.
My neck prickled, but he
respected my friend very much,
especially working for a German
company.
After a while, one of my sisters arrived
with my friend’s boy friend, and
eventually the Ostowskis too; and we
expected the rest of my family. It didn’t
materialize. One of my sisters was taken
away from the shop where she worked in
another blockade; her husband died in
the ghetto, one son died, another
disappeared on the outside. We knew
that my brother and one sister were
outside the ghetto, but we never saw
them again.
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shots; they were shooting after him,
but somehow he escaped.
Searching our room they found my
Aryan papers and were angry with
the Pole for misleading them. This
was not the Gestapo; they were the
local Wehrmacht, and they didn’t
know better.

I was sitting in the cornstalks till
late in the night when my friend
came looking for me. This was it.
We couldn’t go back to work, and
we could not show up in the
village. There was no place to go
but back to Warsaw. My landlady
gave me an old peasant skirt and
blouse; I was disguised as a
Academy Chicago Publishers, 1996
Ukrainian girl, and we walked out
With the transports arriving in Kiev, a
of the village. I never saw my
few of our Jewish friends came in.
sister or any of the rest until the end
Willie and my friend supplied them with papers and
of the war. We hitchhiked from town to town on
they worked. Two boys survived; I don’t know how
German trucks till we got to Warsaw. The ghetto was
many more I lost contact with. Willie and my friend
burned. Warsaw was in chaos; people were taken from
knew the place was getting hot; they had to do
the streets and disappeared without a trace. That’s
something. While they were thinking how to solve the
what happened to my friend. His sister came to see me
problem, a few Germans from the Gestapo showed up
and wanted to take me with her. They were living in a
in the office. All havoc broke out. Pounding on the
village around Warsaw, but I was scared and remained
desk, they accused Willie of hiding Jews among the
in Warsaw. There was the uprising. I ended up in
workers. Willie, very calm, showing his authority, was
Germany, not as a Jew, but as an Ost worker.
yelling back at them. How dare they say this; if they
are so sure why don’t they go and find them
As you see, my friend did not survive, and many other
themselves. While Willie was arguing with them and
Aryan friends- they are all gone. The rest of my
prolonging the heated discussion, my friend left the
survival is a long and painful story, and I’m not going
office and went to the train station where they worked
into it [However, Hania later wrote the long section
and quietly dispersed the Jewish workers.
below about this painful period of her survival]. My
sister and the Ostrowskis remained in the Ukraine till
From that day we had to split our group. My sister
the end of the war. After I came back from Germany I
with one of our Jewish friends was sent to
started to look for anybody from my family. I found
Dniepropetrosk; Willie’s father, cousin, and the
my sister and the Ostrowskis and another sister who
Ostrowskis, my friend and I went to Spola, a small
emigrated to Argentina before the war and came to the
village with a train station. We all found places to live.
States to live. The rest of my family perished.
My sister came from Dniepropetrosk and stayed in
Spola; we both had different names. Only our friends
Return to Warsaw:
knew that we were sisters. She worked in the kitchen,
We arrived in Warsaw by hitch- hiking in German
preparing meals for the workers. I, from time to time,
trucks. The Ghetto was burned to the ground; the
went to Winnica for supplies of food and other things.
Jews vanished. My eldest sister was deported. She
I was even offered a job by the officer in charge, to
was afraid to stay home and went to work.
work for him in the office. Looking back, I might have
Abraham and Esther were on the Aryan side, but we
been better off taking the job instead of going back to
didn’t know where. I stayed with a boyfriend of my
Spola and falling into a trap. My sister told me the
friend, and my friend went looking for a place for
Polish workers were whispering about me being
me, nobody wanted to take in Jews and I was a t a
Jewish. My friend said the same thing; he heard that
crossroad. Finally, he found a family, some friends
too. So, one day we saw a few Germans with the
of my family, who took me in temporarily until we
Polish informer coming our way. In our backyard was
found another place. As it happened they lived close
a cornfield; I ran out the back door and hid between the
to the "Gestapo"- the worst agency the German Army.
rows of tall cornstalks. My friend himself started
It was a risk, but they did it. From day to day the
running, averting them from my hiding place. I heard
situation got worse. When the Jews were gone, they
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started with the Poles- the same tactics of grabbing
people off the streets, loading on trucks and driving
away. Where to, nobody knew, especially men to
camps or killing them. Among them, my friend
became a victim; he never showed up and I never
heard of him again. After the war, I visited his
family in Gombin. Ironically, I survived and he, who
suffered so much to keep me alive, didn't.
Again, I'm alone. Nobody to help. I was still with
those friends, but it was impossible to stay there any
longer and endanger their lives. Someone in the
family went to Willie's office. They were packing up
to close, but one employee, Willie's friend, a Jew,
told her to bring me over for a few days and they
will try to help me. I stayed there a few days, at
night; after closing I was left all by myself, locked in
a room. They didn’t have any contact with Willie
anymore, Willie at that time was evacuated with his
staff and workers by train to Germany. A woman
worker in the office had contact with the Polish
underground and found a place for me. It was a
middle- aged woman alone, a Polish officers wife,
with her husband in the Polish army and yet she
took in some Jews who paid her handsomely. I had
no money, so the underground paid for me. She had
a spacious apartment in a good location. When I
came, there were already eight people, some from
out of town; I was the ninth. A few days later they
brought in two Jewish boys, aged 8 and 10 years
old. They were found on the streets and brought
them in.
After another few days two women showed up.
They came from the Treblinka Camp. It was a large
camp with thousands of Jews, and they were
gradually being disposed of. One of the women had
a wound on her arm. They told us the every day
events, what went on. They had to dig huge holes in
the ground and gather them around; then the soldiers
started shooting with machine guns. The people fell
in; she was covering her small daughter with her
body. When the shooting stopped, she felt alive, but
her little girl was dead. The bullet went through her
arm and killed the child. It was quiet, nobody
around, she got up and ran to the forest.
In the
forest, she saw another nude woman. They all had
to undress before they were marched to their death.
They both lived in the bushes, covered themselves
with branches and leaves and sat there. In the
morning the
; women were discovered by a passing
peasant. He told them that they knew about the
camp and what went on. He felt pity for them and
told them to stay put and he would bring clothing
and food and get in touch with people that might be
able to help them. They didn’t know if they could
trust him or not, he might bring back some German
soldiers to finish the job, but they had nothing to lose.
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As a matter of fact, he did come back with food and
clothing and somebody will come at nightfall to help
them, he told them. They were brought to Warsaw and
to our apartment. We were now thirteen. We had a
doctor among us and he took care of the wound on her
arm.
Nobody visited our landlady except her old maid came
everyday to cook for us. She closed up a room, where
we stayed during the day, and at night we spread a
little over the apartment. It was a large building, even
if somebody from the neighbors expected some things,
they certainly didn’t expect Jews hiding there. She was
a high ranking officer’s wife and they thought she is
hiding Polish officers. But, you always have the
unexpected. One morning in May, since our landlady
was a religious Catholic and went to Church for Mass,
she put a lock outside the door and left. Suddenly, we
heard a commotion on the street. We looked through
the drawn curtains and saw two trucks with German
soldiers. They jumped down and started up the stairs.
We rushed into our room, closed the door, covered the
mouth of the two boys with pillows and waited. We
knew that this would be the end of us. All they had to
do is knock out the door and that would be it. When
the caretaker, who lived on the first floor, saw what
was going on, he rushed after them. They were already
standing at the door and he told them that she is an old
lady and she went to Church and that nobody else lived
there. After debating among themselves, they told him
they will be back and we heard them descending the
stairs. We still didn’t dare to open our mouths, just
sitting there. Was it destiny? They didn’t break down
the door.
Our landlady came back and the caretaker told her
what happened. She came up, she was very brave and
opened the door, there was no time to waste. Luckily,
across the hall from our apartment was an empty one
of her friends who had left town and she had a key. We
grabbed the blankets, pillows, anything else we had
and went to the other apartment. Now we all have to
find another place to hide, this place was “burned,” as
we used to say- not safe anymore. I remembered
where the Ostrowskis stayed and gave her the address.
There, two women friends lived by themselves. She
went there and they agreed to take me, and the other
two women from Treblinka, in. Whatever happened to
the rest, we never found out. None of us knew the
other names, there were reasons for it. In case anyone
was caught by Germans and tortured, we couldn't tell
because we didn't know names. At nightfall, our
landlady made the walk with each one of us separately,
disguised as old ladies, until we reached their home.
We were settled again for awhile but we didn’t know
how long and, we had high hopes that the Russians
were coming and we will be liberated.
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The Russian Army was pushing forward with speed
toward Warsaw. The Polish Underground was fighting
openly on the streets, sabotaging and interrupting the
retreating German Army. We heard bullets flying all
around us. I was sitting on the floor under a window
reading “Gone with the Wind” when a dum, dum bullet
flew over my head, burning a strip of hair and landing
still red hot on the stove. Is this destiny again?
The Russian army is advancing fast, they are already
at the suburbs of Warsaw. Warsaw is divided in two
parts with a bridge over the river Wisła; they halted on
the other side of the bridge, regrouping, but it took
more than that. It was politics. Warsaw was burning
and the houses destroyed ; fights on the streets among
Poles and Germans. It was a disaster. The Russians
wanted to weaken the Poles and waited hoping the
destruction of Warsaw would be completed. They
achieved their goal. There was no other reason to
cross the bridge and they stayed from October till
January 15th to enter the empty city. Of course, we
didn’t know what their strategy was.
When the
Germans were emptying house by house, taking the
residents.with them out of the city, using the same
tactics as they did in the Ghetto, except they didn't
send.them to camps for extermination. It was too late
for that. The Russian army was on their tail and they
allowed them to stay in the suburbs and villages
around the city. The three of us decided not to go out,
when they called, it was certain death, instead we went
down to the dark cellar and stayed there and hoped
that it wouldn't be long until we were liberated.
We slipped down to the cellar when we heard strange
voices approaching the house. Each of the residents
had their own cellar, where they kept most of all coal
for heating the rooms in the winter and other things for
preservation. There were heaps of coal; we gathered
rugs to sleep on these heaps. Silence was all around, no
voices. We had high hopes. After a few days of lying
there, afraid to move, we were thirsty and hungry.
That night we decided to go through the house looking
for water and food. The plumbing was out in the
house, no food, nothing - evacuated people took all
that was left with them. We found a pail with dirty
water, and that's what we drank. Coming back to the
cellar, one of us noticed a jar of preserves. It was a
miracle. We rationed it one spoon per day. We
survived on it for 16 days.
On the 16th day, we heard loud Polish voices
approaching the cellar; we were sure the Russian Army
finally came in. They came to the part where we were
hiding. One pulled a rug up and discovered us. The
basement was dark, and they couldn’t see our facesthis saved us. They asked what we were doing there,
and we said that we were waiting for the Russians.
They said we will have to wait a long time before they
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will come. They told us that they came from different
parts around Warsaw; they have been taken from the
houses and brought in to dig trenches around Warsaw.
They work all day and at dusk they go back. What are
we to do now? No food or water, a very dim outlook.
If we stay in the basement, we will die of hunger and
to go out with the workers, there is no way we would
be able to survive either. We were at a crossroads
again and had to decide.
We went upstairs, after they left, looking for some
warm clothing with winter coming. We agreed to split;
each will go out separately and join the incoming
workers. Keeping ourselves busy, looking, checking if
we can find necessary things, when the door opened
and two German Soldiers appeared in the door. They
were shocked to see us, and vice versa. They were
scared to take a step; at that time the Poles were killing
them all around. They asked what we were doing
there. We told them that this was our house and with
winter coming we decided to stop and take our winter
clothes with us. They accepted our explanation and
even offered a ride to the outskirts, they had the truck
in front of the house. We told them we are not ready
yet and thanked them politely; they left.
The following morning, we joined the workers; each
of us separately mingled into the crowd. It happened ,
somehow, I was close to one of them and we kept
together. When we did our work, and it was time to
leave we looked at each other; where to? We reached a
small village and stopped in front of a house and knocked
at the door. A man opened the door; my companion
offered him some American dollars (how she got them
I'll never know, nor how she kept it hidden).
He took us in. He was a poor shoemaker with a wife
and child. We found haven, even though we slept on
the floor and it was very dirty. We could hardly walk,
we were so weak and hungry. After a week or so, an
order came that everybody had to come to a certain
location- the Train Station. There was going to be a
selection. We had no choice but to go to the Train
Station. It seems they brought people here, from all
the surrounding villages. A German Officer, with a
young girl probably a Folks Deutsche, were doing the
selection. They got the young people on one side and
the older ones on the other side. They kept us in rows,
the rest were free to go home. A train was standing
ready, we were all herded into the train, and we left.
Where to, we didn’t know.
Krakow and Germany:
We arrived in Krakow. Krakow was the first capital
city of Poland. Polish Kings reigned there. It was a
very old and beautiful city. There were old Palaces,
Cathedrals, Museums, old fortifications and many
historic relics. Krakow’s beauty was known all over
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the world. I had never been to the city before. They
took us to one of the universities and we were
supposed to have the dormitories as our living
quarters. We were to be trained for work in Germany.
There were hundreds of young girls among us. We
two friends kept together. We were allowed after work
to go to the city. I was too scared to move, but my
friend did go, she was brave. She went with a purpose
to find a place to hide and not to go to Germany. She
must have had more money, but she didn’t offer help. I
didn't have any money, I was poor as a mouse. I
couldn't seek help without any money. Besides, I was
scared and didn’t know anybody; so I stayed with the
rest. The next morning, they took us to a large hall,
rows of long tables, six girls assigned to a table and I
stayed with my friend at the same table, two other girls
between us. In front of us were flat pieces of steel and
little hammers. We were to hammer them out and they
were supposed to be parts for the air force. It didn't
make any sense at all. In the meantime, as we found
out, transports with girls are leaving everyday for
Germany. My friend told ·me she found a place to stay,
and she is leaving the next day.
She was still at my table when a delegation of German
officers appeared in the hall. They walked down the
aisles, looking at the girls and stopped a few away
from me. One of them walked up to me and asked if I
were Jewish. I pretended not to understand what he
asked, and the foreman a Pole-German, asked the same
question in Polish. I started laughing and said “No”.
The German nodded and walked away. I could hardly
keep my position, with my legs shaking, but I had to
play it right and keep a straight face. After work, the
foreman looked me up, took me aside and asked if I
know anybody in Krakow who could give me shelter.
He would let me go if I did. I told him no, I don't have
anybody and he looked at me and said he is sorry but
has to send me to Germany. Why, oh why have I been
so punished. I was so close to freedom in Warsaw and
was pushed away prolonging my suffering, if the
inevitable is to come let it come already. How much
more could I take?
I was on my way to Germany- a transport of 40 girls,
and I among them. That’s my last journey. I thought
either I would survive or not. No one would ever know
what I was going through. The Jews were taken to
camps, exterminated and that is what we know about
the Jews.
But, I had to play a role, which was
unexpected, and unbelievable. What other choice did I
have, many times in the past I gave up my struggle, it
was so damn strenuous, but the will to live, it seems,
was stronger. I wouldn’t mind if a bullet would have
hit me and ended my life, I just dreaded to fall into the
hand of the "Gestapo". The Gestapo was the special
chosen force in Germany. They knew how to torture
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people, this was the "Elite".
It took us a few days to reach our destination. We were
told we are going to Saxony, a part of Germany where
it is very windy and cold. It was somewhere around
Wittenberg the home of Martin Luther, on the river
Elba, where the Russian army met and faced the Allied
Forces in 1945. We arrived in December 1944, five
months later Germany capitulated on May 8, 1945.
We came by trucks through dense forest to a makeshift
airport. Hangars, barracks and this was all surrounded
by forests. As we heard, the damaged Messerschmidts
were brought here for repair. The officers were mostly
engineers and technicians from Bavaria, another part of
Germany, the most beautiful part. They were all
Catholics and we as Poles were also. They looked at
our shabby clothing and asked if we were volunteers
and we said no, we were taken from our homes, put on
trains and brought here to work on the Messerschmidt
planes. They were amazed and nodded their heads.
We started to clean our barracks. We took pails, filled
them with water outside. A few of the Germans were
standing outside, watching and talking about us. I
passed them by, but didn’t hear their conversation. Then
one of the girls came in telling me what she overheard
as she walked by. She understood a little German and
told me that one of them said I looked Jewish. She
started laughing and so did I. Shortly after the same
engineer came up to me and asked me if I can do him
a favor and iron a couple of shirts for him. This really
upset me, I thought under a pretext he wanted to get me
away from the rest for questioning. My legs gave up, I
couldn’t move, but what choice did I have? I walked
into his room, the board was ready for me to iron. He
asked questions one after another. Very bravely I
answered trying not to show any fear. I did slip some
words in German. Under no condition could I admit
that I know German. Since the German language is so
close to the Yiddish (Jewish) I would have put myself
under greater danger. After I was done ironing he
offered me some meat and bread. He was hunting a day
before and killed a hare. He roasted it. It really was
good and especially when you are constantly hungry. I
left and never saw him again. He must have told the
Chief Engineer that I understand and speak a little
German because he came to me asking me if I would be
willing to translate his orders to the girls and so on.
Because nothing happened to me- they didn’t kill me- so
I admitted knowledge of some German
They really didn’t know what to do with us. We didn’t
help to fix the planes and just sat in a room cutting
pieces of wood into smaller ones. When the floor was
full of wood, we didn’t know what to do and asked.
They just told us to move it from one place to another
and back, which seemed to be ridiculous, and that was
the sign that they didn’t know what to do with us.
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Almost every night there were air raids and they wanted
us to go to the shelters, but we enjoyed the picture of
lights [from Allied bombings], and it made us feel
better, our moods had changed. I again hoped more
than ever that the end was coming. We were between
three major industrial cities and seeing those three cities
illuminated at night gave us the greatest satisfaction.
We stayed there watching the skies. It looked like
Christmas trees or the Fourth of July fire works. Now I
know what Fourth of July fireworks means, but 50
years ago, it made the beautiful picture. They were
yelling at us to take shelter, but our hearts were filled
with joy, and we stayed out to enjoy it. I heard how
they whispered among themselves, this city or that city
was in ruins; so many people perished and so on. In the
end they all disappeared and we were left with a couple
of guards. They took us to a train station miles away
and left us. We curled up at the station, an unbelievable
quietness. We knew, the war was over, but what now;
where to go? In the early morning we heard voices.
They were British P.O.W.s celebrating freedom. We
joined them. There was a burned- out cargo train with
canned food.
We all rushed there, having a big
celebration. I realized, I'm alive, I survived the war and
I'm O.K.
War ends; gathering the remnants in Gombin:
Almost 6 years of my life were spent suffering,
constantly; they are now behind me. Shall I find
somebody else from my family? Shall I be able to go
on? I hoped Genia survived in the Ukraine, where I left
her, and Zelda in Argentina. Hopefully, I will find them
and maybe someone else. In the afternoon, the first
Russian soldier on a motorcycle showed up. After a
while, more of the army on tanks and other vehicles
came in. In the meantime, Poles and Ukrainians were
coming from all directions. They formed separate
groups of Polish and Ukrainian workers. They were
interrogating us as if we are German sympathizers and
came as volunteers. They took some Ukrainian men
and marched them away. None of the Polish workers
came as volunteers. They set us free to march to the
Polish border.
We started in groups. We passed villages, towns and
there wasn't a single German in sight. We all were
wondering whatever happened to them. All the houses
were empty and we were able to rest at night. When
we first came to Germany, I became close to three
girls. They shared their clothing with me and we shared
the food and so we stayed together. On our way to the
border, more young people joined us; we became quite
a big group. After days and days of marching, we
finally reached a German train that was still in
operation. That train was packed and we got on
anyway. While on the train, I saw the first Jews- men
and women - heads shaven, and dressed in some kind
of uniform. My heart ached to go over to them and
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talk, but I didn't dare. I had to keep my distance, as the
other Poles did. Poles from nature were antisemitic. I
saw the way they looked at them, whispering; I could
not risk my life now after all that I had gone through.
We finally arrived in Warsaw. We got off and started
our march towards Praga, where the Russian Army
halted. Warsaw was in ruins. One of the four of us had
a sister living there. She owned a shop which was
located there too. Crossing the bridge, our girl friend
from Praga noticed her sister and brother-in-law on the
other side. This was a phantom bridge, the real bridge
was destroyed. She started yelling at them, and they
saw her. It was one way traffic and we had to wait till
they came to the site where we were. Tears, hugging
and so on. They took us home with them, gave us
rooms where we can stay and sleep until we put our
lives in order and decide. For me, my priority was to
get to Gombin and find somebody alive from the
family. Any sign would come from Gombin. I told my
girlfriends where I came from and that I wanted
without delay to get there.
I left them. I had to cross the bridge to hitch hike to
Gombin. Approaching the bridge, a man stopped me
and asked if I'm Jewish. The international language
for Jews was (Amcha), I said Yes, no longer afraid. We
started talking and he told me there is a Jewish
Committee for registration. Jewish survivors returning
from camps or hiding places could be registered. The
lists are going to be sent overseas and it will also help
survivors to find their loved ones. I took off for the
place he gave me. While standing at the window
handing over my filled-out registration, the women
looked up at me and asked, “you are ninos Teifeld
from Gombin?” I said yes, she told me who she was,
came out from the room and we hugged. We both
were from families where our parents were good
friends. She told me her mother who had the looks of
an Aryan, survived and her older sister too. Their
Polish, as well as my Polish language was so perfect
and without a trace of Jewish accent and that helped us
to survive. A few years later, we found each other in
Israel.
She told me Henry Rich had survived and gave me his
address and I went to see him. He was staying in a
room in a burned out house, with his wife Shulamit,
they were planning to go to the States through
Germany. I had no plans to leave Poland until I made
sure of what happened to my family. I saw him a few
more times, but he never introduced me to Shulamit.
What upsets me most about Henry is that when he
arrived in the States he told your mother [ Zelda] that
he wanted to marry me and that I didn’t want to and
gossiped that I was wearing a gold cross around my
neck and other things. That cross was my talisman and
very precious. It was given to me by my brother when I
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left the Ghetto - he put it around my neck for good
luck. It was the only reminder I had left from home.
He was that kind of person. Henry wanted your mother
to like him and he needed her help. When I arrived in
the U.S.A. years later. I didn’t want to see him, but
your mother was gone and all this didn’t bother me
anymore. We didn't know how he hurt your mother.
Knowing that Genia and I survived, doing everything
in her power to bring us over here and failed. She
couldn't forgive me for not marrying him and I would
have been here with her. This was her dream and that
is why I couldn’t forgive him for stirring up a story that
had no truth at all.
The only way to Gombin was to hitch hike on a Russian
truck and that is what I did. Arriving in Gombin, I was
sure our house was waiting for us and maybe somebody
is there already. But it turned out different. We came to
the center of the town- the plaza, and what did I see- a
burned down house. I had the intention to get off in the
front of our house but how can I ? I told the driver to
go on. I stopped at the outskirts and got off. I
remembered the house of a friend of Abraham’s, a
notary public and secretary of the court. I walked over
and rang the bell. His wife appeared and I recognized
her right away. She looked at me, I had to introduce
myself as you know, I was the youngest- changed my
hair color and I was a brunette and I grew older. My
appearance changed entirely. When I mentioned my
name, she screamed and her husband came running and
she told him who I was. He asked about Abraham and
the rest of the family. I told them I have no idea, that’s
why I came back to Gombin hoping to find somebody.
I asked about our house, what happened and they told
me the house was o.k. until the Russian army came in.
The German that took our house made a warehouse of
our store and our cousin’s and another one that was
rented out. When the Russian army entered they took
out everything and put the house on fire, just for fun.
So our heritage went into flames too. She told me
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there are a few Jewish girls and boys that came back
from camps. First they served me a meal and then she
walked me to meet them. There I met Nacia, Melvin
and a few others, they all stayed in that house
together. We all poured out our stories of how we
survived. The next day I went to City Hall, hopeful to
get some news, maybe!
Walking in, I saw a dear friend of ours. He and his two
brothers had a summer home in the forest and they
lived in Warsaw, but a few summers months they spent
in Gombin. They were constant guests in our house and
my brother and sisters spent time with them playing
croquet at their house in the forest. Surely he didn’t
recognize me, but got up called in the Mayor and
everybody came running. We were a well known and
respected family. They told me there is a letter for the
Teifeld family. It was addressed to the City Hall asking
if there was anybody alive from the Teifeld family, it
was sent by field-post, there was a number and a
unknown name.
My eyes lit up, someone else
survived. I had to write back immediately.
Our friend left work and we walked out together. He
also lost two brothers; their father was a superintendent
from a church, not Catholic, and our fathers were very
good friends, so it passed to us. His origin was
German, but they never turned to the Germans, when
they occupied Poland. One of the brothers was a
forester, and two of them bankers. The Poles, when
havoc broke, arrested them, and shot two of them and
somehow he got away. As he lost everything in
Warsaw, he came to live in Gombin in his summer
house, he was alone, had a caretaker, and the Mayor of
Gombin, knowing him, gave him a job.
I stayed a few more days in Gombin with the Jewish
group and left for Warsaw, leaving my address at the
City Hall. Our friend promised to mail me any letter,
that will come for me. There was no reason for me to
stay in Gombin any longer. The town of my birth, my
youth and my family.
When I got back to Warsaw, the girls persuaded me to
go with them to a new part of Poland, that had been
taken from Germany. There were new perspectives.
We were promised jobs and furnished apartments that
were left by Germans who fled the territories because
they feared the Russians. Three of us agreed to take a
chance. They had families in different parts of Poland,
but those conditions sounded very good to us,
especially to me, while I had no place to go, and no
family. So we took off for the unknown future. We
arrived in Elblag, a nice big city on the gulf of the
Baltic Sea, beautiful Villas, not far from Gdynia port
and shipyard where they used to build ships. It must
have been a very prosperous city. We liked it. First we
went to the City Hall to register as newcomers and
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Now I had a steady address and mailed it to Gombin
City Hall. Not long after, I got a letter and it was from
Genia. She explained that she is in the Ukraine and
can't get out yet. No expatriation. The letter I got
through a girl she met in the Ukraine. Now she knows
that I'm alive. She will try with every fiber in her body
to come back to Poland and me. I opened the door,
started yelling. The girls came running from their
apartments and I told them that I found a sister that
survived in Russia and I have to find a way to get her
out of there. My girlfriends, I think knew all along
who I really was but never, never hinted it. Especially
in Germany.
While walking to work, somebody past me, didn’t take
his eyes off me. I was a novelty as a Jew. They told me
that I look very much Jewish and then they told me that
they knew about me and even the Germans questioned
my looks. While working, I advance my position very
much in a short time. I was secretary to my manager
and had some authority. I was able to assign empty
shops, bakeries, butcher shops, restaurants and so on.
The other two were not that fortunate. I was bribed
with food and goodies, which at that time meant a lot,
but we shared everything and we were happy.
Genia Teifeld in Ukraine, circa 1945
look for jobs. The three of us were hired on the spot to
work at City Hall in different departments. They gave
us time off, before starting work, to find housing,
whatever we will like, with a promise, if we like any
apartment and the German family is still occupying it,
they will be evacuated and the apartment will be ours.
We found three apartments in the same building on
different floors, which we liked.
The German
families- only a women and children- we never saw a
man any place. They were scared as we were when the
war started, and we were in their position. They took
us in gladly, just for their own protection. So we knew
that these apartments eventually will be ours.
The apartments were spacious, each of us separate, and
yet together. Each of our apartments had two
bedrooms, living room, kitchen and bathroom, nicely
decorated, and everything in it. As it happened, in my
apartment were an older mother, a married young
daughter, and her baby girl of 3 or 4 years old. They
were specially happy with me because I spoke their
language. We started work, I brought home food, they
cooked and cleaned and we got along very well, as a
matter of fact; they were very pleased with me when I
prevented the young woman from being assaulted by
Russians. They tried to come to the apartments, and
assault the young girls. There were plenty of them, but
where Poles lived, they didn't dare to come near. On
our doors were warning signs for them.

I was still using my Aryan name, so nobody would
suspect anything. Not really for security but I didn't
want to be looked at. Even my boss didn’t suspect me
being Jewish, but one day, he confronted me and asked
and I said I was laughing. He·said that he never would
have suspected it. It didn't matter. The Secretary of
the City Hall told him to take me to a Council Meeting
to take the minutes but he said it in a different way,
"Why don't you take your Jewish Secretary?" Now I
knew for sure that they all knew. I wasn't scared any
longer. I was proud being a Jew and survived a
Holocaust. As it was, it seems the big shots at the
office saw some potential ability in me, because they
offered me to go to College with expenses paid and
become a lawyer and eventually a prosecutor. I had no
intention to remain in Poland now that I knew Genia
was alive.
I graciously refused, telling them I'm
extremely exhausted from the camp and need to rest
and get my strength back desperately. Finally I got
them off my back and it was not easy. I suffered
because of the refusal, they exploited me at work in
anyway they could. When my boss finally saw what
was going on, he wanted to get out too. He was a
Polish officer, hiding during the war and eventually
being discovered, as they offered him a higher job in the
military security, which he refused because he didn’t
want to sign up with the communist party. I didn't want
to either. I would never be allowed to leave the country
if I did sign up.
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Reunited with Genia:
My boss found another job as the head of a meat
company and offered me the secretarial job and I
grabbed it. The first products- kielbasa- I was able to
bring home and my girlfriends were in seventh
heaven enjoying the delicatessen with me. Time was
going by and I'm waiting for Genia to come. One
evening, there was a knock at the door. I opened and
started screaming. I could hardly recognize her in her
large boots and all bundled up because it was winter
- but it was Genia. I pulled her in and our reunion was
unimaginable. We hugged and screamed. She looked
around and couldn’t believe her eyes at the luxurious
apartment. She asked if I was living there all alone?
The German family had left long ago and went to
Germany. After she absorbed all she saw, we talked
about what had gone on.
She got to Poland by smuggling herself from one
Russian truck to another and finally achieved her
destination. I called in my girlfriend after she took a
long hot bath and got her into some of my clothes.
Subsequently I told her I couldn't find anybody else
from our family, not even Zelda. I wrote to the Red
Cross to find her for me and all I knew was that she is
in Buenos Aires, without any address that I could
remember and still no sign
As it happened, while the war was still on, you, Aida and
your parents immigrated to the States and surely we didn't
know about that. My friends, after getting to know Genia,
adored her, and every time we had a disagreement, they
always stood up for her. Now I have a sister and am not

Poland: Stupays, Genia, Hania, postwar
alone anymore. After a while, Genia took over the
household, made excellent meals, with enough products I
brought home, when other people scarcely got by
Time went by and our anxiety to hear from anyone got
stronger. Genia decided to go to Gombin. She came
back with a letter from Zelda , from the States. She was
writing not knowing if it's me or Helen Lerman's mother,
who had the same name. She saw the name on a list,
from Poland, those were the lists that I registered in
Warsaw. We wrote her back, incidentally that I was the
one and in addition we have another survivor, Genia.
Now we were three sisters left.
Your mother and Helen started to send us packages, our
situation changed for the better. We were nicely dressed,
we were not hungry and high hopes for the future, the
main thing, how to get out of Poland and eventually join
your family. The affidavits she sent us was not for
immediate emigration. There was a long, long line of
applicants and they did everything in their power to bring
us over. One way was to leave for Israel.
Israel and then, Detroit:
After 5 years of struggling to leave Poland, we arrived in
Israel in 1950. The living conditions were terrible, there
was a mass immigration from all over the world for Jews,
even from Arab countries as soon as Israel became
independent. But from there we had better chances to get
to the States. In the meantime, I married Edward
[Shane] and Genia kept taking care of the house for us
both.

Israel: Genia, Dona, Hania Teifeld.

During this time, Genia got a letter from you, Aida, of
your mother's death. You wanted us to come to the
States to be with you and Norma and take care of you;
and you also wrote to the Consulate to give us some
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Detroit, circa 1949: Top row (left to right): Saul Simon, Shulamit Rich, Eva
Laski, Chana Guyer. Middle row: Helen and Saul Tatarka, Zelda Guyer,
Sydney B. Guyer. Front row: Sam Laski, Henry Rich, Max Guyer.

priority to immigrate.
We went to the American
Consulate and asked to see the Consul. We showed him
your letter and finally he told us that our Visas are
waiting for us. We can leave anytime we want to. Again,
an obstacle. I was married and the Consul told me that I
would need a separate affidavit for Edward or he would
have to sign papers to let me go and in case he was
refused an entrance he would hold nothing against the
Administration. He refused to sign this agreement.
Genia left for the States and we would join her there as
soon as we got an affidavit for Edward. Edward’s papers
came shortly and we arrived 6-weeks after Genia.
We arrived in Detroit at the train station, a whole group of
people waiting for us. I remember that you, Aida,
refused to come and were home. Norma was holding
Genia's hand as we arrived. When we entered the
house, you were hiding in the closet and your father had
to drag you out.
Well, a new country, a new beginning... Now, I'm alone
again, without my beloved husband and sisters but a
heritage of my nieces, grand nieces and, of course,
grand-grand nieces – the most loveliest which I treasure
immensely. THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS THAT’S ME!

Postscript:
About the Bauzug (sic), I don’t know.
I was not with them. I also never met
Johannes Kellner.
Through the
Ostrowskis, we found Cesia and
Willie. He wanted us to come to
Germany to be with them, but all our
attempts failed and we went to Israel.
Later, we went to the States, where
the Bachners settled already in
Oakland, California and the
Ostrowskis in Canada. Again, Willie
and Cesia wanted us to come to
California to be with them. Our
friendship was strong, and Willie,
again, was looking after our wellbeing. As a matter of fact, when my
husband and I arrived in New York,
Willie made sure that Hilda was there
to greet us. That’s Willie. Stepping
down from the boat, there were
people waiting for us.
Suddenly
somebody turns me around, hugged
me, and said in Polish, “Exactly what
Willie said you look like.” Right
away I felt some closeness to her and
could communicate with her.

Our first reunion with the Bachners and Ostowskis was
in Florida, and what a reunion it was. Better times, a
lot of talking, reminiscing. From then on we visited
each other and were constantly in touch. We became
very close. In 1989, when Cesia and Willie celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary, I was very down. I had
lost my husband ten months earlier. So Cesia came to
Detroit to see me and take me back with her. I didn’t
go with Cesia, but two months later I joined them for
the occasion. You saw the video. I stayed with them
and Hilda and Herbert for three weeks and enjoyed
every moment to the fullest.
I treasured every
moment.
Again, destiny played a role in my life. The famous
“earthquake.” Thanks to Hilda being late for our trip to
San Francisco we were saved; otherwise we would
have been on the bridge.
While in Moraga, Willie proved to be a leader again,
organizing trips to Reno for senior citizens, lunches,
and so on. I could see and feel how people looked up
to him with respect and admiration. We made a date to
meet the following February in Florida, and so we did.
This was the last time I saw Cesia and Willie, my best
and lovable friends.
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About Cesia is a separate chapter. Cesia and I became
very close with the passing years. Cesia was a very
warm and sincere person. My family loved her very
much. A devoted wife, a sister-in-law to Hilda and
Herbert. They were, to her, the world. Helpful to
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others, her volunteer work speaks for itself. I miss
them both very much. I’m very much in contact with
Hilda and Herb; they are my second family and I love
them very much.

Note from the Editor about this memoir: This memoir was written by Hania (neé Teifeld) Shane
over a period of years, starting in about 1970, and dictated to her niece, Aida (neé Guyer)
Cutler in Detroit. Hania died in 2002. Aida is the daughter of Hania’s sister, Zelda, who is
mentioned in the memoir, but who had already emigrated to Argentina when the Second World
War began. Tragically, the two sisters never saw each other after the War.
Hania also wrote a short article that appears in Yiddish in the Gombin Yizkor book, “De Shul
Brent” (The Synagogue is Burning), page 115. (1) Both Hania and Zelda were well educated
and articulate women.
Hania did not want this memoir published until after her death because it reveals the identity of
her “friend”, a Polish Gentile “boyfriend” from Gombin, with whom she spent a significant part of
the War and who helped her and other Jews survive the Holocaust. He is identified, however,
in the “Wilhelm Bachner Story” (2) as Tadeusz (Tadek) Kazaniecki. The book has numerous
descriptions of his important role as a courageous and loyal courier and contact. He
disappeared and was presumably killed by the Nazis. We honor his memory as one of the
many unrecognized “Righteous” who risked all and gave their own lives to save Jews!
A few comments about the editing. First, the photos are from the collection of Max Guyer,
including original photos from both the ‘Chaja’ and ‘Teifeld’ families of Gombin; the photos are
used with the permission of Aida Cutler. Secondly, I have changed very little of the original
writing so as to keep this memoir in Hania’s “voice.” The English grammar is not perfect, but so
what! The story is not entirely chronological, but the train of thought is logical. The detail of her
memory is astonishing. This is truly Hania’s story. May her memory, and the memory of all of
those, Polish Jews and ‘just’ Christians alike, mentioned by her, be for a blessing. We are
incredibly fortunate that this memoir itself has survived to become part of our Gombin legacy.
Bernie Guyer

	
  (1)	
  Zicklin, J: Gombin; The Life and Destruction of a Jewish Town in Poland. The Gombiner
Landsmanschaft in America. New York. 1969.

	
  (2)	
  Oliner S & Kathleen Lee: Who Shall Live; The Wilhelm Bachner Story. Academy Chicago
Publishers, 1996.
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